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Jacobsen Launches First Lithium Powered Super Light 

Five Reel Mower 
 

Jacobsen has perfected its claim as leader of lithium mowers in the golf market 

with the release of the new SLF1 ELiTE. 

 

Sixty million hours of ELiTE Lithium use on fine turf facilities has helped create an 

industry defining five reel mower that makes no compromises on performance. 

 

Users get up to seven hours of operation per charge with Jake’s leading 500 plus 

amp-hour Li-ion battery, which is powered by Samsung SDI lithium technology. 

This run time ensures no lithium mower can cover more of a golf course on a 

single charge. 

 

The machine offers convenient on-board overnight charging that fits with 

existing universal electrical infrastructure, making it as simple as plugging it in 

at the end of the day ready for the next. 

 

Practical convenience is at the forefront of the SLF1 ELiTE with virtually 

maintenance-free next-gen components, and the introduction of an advanced on-

board and remote-ready monitoring system. With this in place, machine 

diagnostics can be analyzed to give you the solutions you need to keep cutting. 

 

The control center, located on an adjustable swing out console arm, features 

lockable speed and Jacobsen’s trusted frequency of clip controls to guarantee a 

consistent and exceptional finish every time on fairways, large trim and surround 

areas or terrain with undulations. 

 

With the SLF1 ELiTE, Jake’s signature quality of cut comes with new operator 

benefits. Lithium power provides silent cutting with minimal vibration which 

reduces operator fatigue and increases productivity. 

 

Silence means cutting when you want to. Whether it’s early in the morning or 

late at night, you can mow the course whenever you need to regardless of your 

surroundings. 

 

Ultimate productivity is cutting where you want. The SLF1 ELiTE was tested in 

wet conditions and challenging slopes to ensure the power goes where you need 

it. The specialized agile cutting units allow the SLF1 to cut in undulations where 

other machines can’t. 

 

The hydraulic-free design rounds off a proven and powerful machine that is 

leading the way for lithium mowers in range and cut quality. 

 

About Textron Inc.  

Textron Inc. is a multi-industry company that leverages its global network of aircraft, 

defense, industrial and finance businesses to provide customers with innovative 



 

 

solutions and services. Textron is known around the world for its powerful brands 

such as Bell, Cessna, Beechcraft, Hawker, Jacobsen, Kautex, Lycoming, E-Z-GO, 

Greenlee, Textron Off Road, Arctic Cat, Textron Systems, and TRU Simulation + 

Training. For more information, visit: www.textron.com. 

Certain statements in this press release may project revenues or describe strategies, 

goals, outlook or other non-historical matters; these forward-looking statements 

speak only as of the date on which they are made, and we undertake no obligation to 

update them. These statements are subject to known and unknown risks, 

uncertainties, and other factors that may cause our actual results to differ materially 

from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.  

About Textron Specialized Vehicles Inc. 

Textron Inc. is a multi-industry company that leverages its global network of aircraft, 

defense, industrial and finance businesses to provide customers with innovative 

solutions and services. Textron is known around the world for its powerful brands 

such as Bell, Cessna, Beechcraft, Pipistrel, Jacobsen, Kautex, Lycoming, E-Z-GO, 

Arctic Cat, and Textron Systems. For more information, visit: www.textron.com. 
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